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human nature. Can jyou think of anything moreAi perverse than the attitude of
atpee- present? has

the-present- the President De Gaulle of Francei/ After France wéx/twice in

the 'two World Wars been preventing from being totally extinct by the forces of

the America that went over and joined with the British and helped to rescue

France from almost complete destruction, and let them millions of dollars, billions

of dollars not-after-, not asking for any return, and then at the end of the last

war, when the nations of the West began to see that the Communists were determined

to take over the world and they have taken over nations after nation in the
was est

Eastern Europe, and France 4e/next in line with a large communist party of

any nation beside the Iron Curtain, except Italy, the United States went in

there and helped them to establish NATO, helped them to establish a system to

protect France from the Communist takeover which was almost certainly come without

it. But De Gaulle has his dream. He wants France to be treat, and powerful and

supreme over all the nations vound about, and his greatest obstacle now to that

now is the fact that the United States is so powerful and so he tries to take the

gold away from the States 16 by maneuvering in such a way as to make it difficulty

e-re;-ai- for us, and he is always criticizing the Anglosaxons, and he is

doing that which is so perverse, because the French people want to stand for

liberty, and De Gaulle wants to stand for liberty, but he thinks he can have liberty

and the United States will protect it from Russia and they can turn against both

of them and make France the great nation. How perverse. How perverse it is.

We can be grateful that De Gaulle is there, e the France might be an a- anarchyl if

it was not for De Gaulle. How perverse are his ragings today. Why do the nations

rage? And the people imagine a vain thing? Well, the root of it is explained

in the next verse. "The kings of the earth set themselves and the rulers take

counsel together against the Lord, and aginst e his anointed." In some cases, it

is not obvious, but in another caset it is. It certainly is the case with the

communists. Lenin and Marx said, religion is the$ opium of the people. And

Linen was determined to wipe out the religion from Russia altogether. I believe
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